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Preface 
Many years ago, I read a book by Dave Travis called The Fable of the User Centred Designer. 
The book is an allegory about good versus bad design. It describes the journey of a young man 
who wants to learn how to become a user centred designer. Dave had been inspired in turn by 
a book by Kenneth Blanchard & Spencer Johnson called The One Minute Manager.

Sitting at home one day, I found myself musing on what Dave Travis would have to say about 
charities and digital service design. Like user-centred design, digital service design is ostensibly 
simple, yet when it comes to designing digital services many charities struggle. And as with user 
centred design, there are some simple but powerful rules.
 
This fable is the result of my thinking. I’ve retained the narrative structure of Dave’s Fable and The 
One Minute Manager and if you know either book there are some other similarities you’ll 
discover. But above all, it’s a simple description of the secrets of digital service design, written 
just for charities. I hope you enjoy it, apply it and pass it on. 

Joe Roberson, November 2019

www.digitalfable.org.uk

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International License.

http://digitalfable.org.uk/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/
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Once there was a bright charity worker who was looking for a digital 
expert. 

She wasn’t looking for just any digital expert. She wanted to �nd a charity 
digital expert who could design simple technology that people liked 
using and solved the world’s problems. 

She wanted to �nd one. She wanted to learn from one. She wanted to 
become one. 

Her search had taken her over many years to the far corners of the world.
She had spoken with many digital experts: with web designers and digital 
strategy designers, with interaction designers and visual designers, with 
digital communications and digital fundraising experts. With men and 
women, young and old.

She had gone into every kind of design and social impact environment: 
she had visited large charities and small charities, social enterprises and 
web design companies, tech for good startups and social tech 
accelerator programmes.

She was beginning to see the full spectrum of how charities use 
technology.

But she wasn’t always pleased with what she saw. She saw many charities 
who thought they were doing digital but few doing it in ways that 
responded to how people’s behaviours were changing.

She met web designers who built websites that helped people learn 
about charities’ services. Some charities thought these were good 
websites. Many people who visited their sites for help thought otherwise.
She met capacity builders who digitised processes, grew sta� skills and 
built digital infrastructures. 
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Some charities thought they were digitally competent. But many people 
who used their services found their experience stayed the same.

She met digital fundraisers who helped charities raise money digitally. 
Some charities invested a lot of funds into digital campaigns and 
fundraising systems. Many people wondered why they didn’t spend any 
money on digital services.

She also found that:

•    Some were focused only on how they could use tech to save money

•    Many didn’t know what their users really needed, nor how to �nd out

•    Some were mistaking ‘social needs’ for people’s ‘user needs’

•    Some had dabbled with service design but given up at the �rst failure 

•    Some were resisting change and holding on to old ways of delivering 
       services

She was disturbed. 

For her, what she saw wasn’t enough.

It was as though most charities engaged digital experts only to protect or 
strengthen their organisation. The charity worker thought while each 
expert might be good at what they did, they were only partially helping 
charities achieve their mission. “It’s like being half a charity digital expert” 
she thought.

She returned home weary and dejected.

She might have given up her search long ago. But she had one great 
advantage. She knew what she was looking for.
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“E�ective charity digital experts” she thought, “create technology that 
bene�ts charities’ bene�ciaries. Technology that directly helps them 
achieve their mission.”

But the charity worker had looked everywhere. She began to think she 
would never �nd such an expert.

Then she began hearing rumours of a special expert who lived in a 
nearby town. She heard that charities liked working with him and the 
digital services he created were impactful and easy to use. The charity 
worker wondered if the stories were really true and, if so, whether the 
expert might share his secrets with her.

Curious, she emailed the special expert for an appointment. Ten minutes 
later she had his reply. The special expert was available tomorrow 
morning. 
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The charity worker travelled to her appointment under a clear, blue sky. It 
was a fresh mid-March morning, and spring was in the air. She felt 
buoyant. 

When she arrived at the special expert’s o�ice, she found him making 
tea. The charity worker coughed and he turned and smiled. The expert 
was a slim, bearded man. He invited the charity worker to sit down and 
asked, “What can I do for you?” 

The charity worker said nervously, “I’d like to ask you some questions 
about how you design technology.” 

“I’m glad to share my design insights with you,'' the expert said. “But I will 
make one request of you.” 

The charity worker had been expecting this. During her search, she had 
visited many experts who wanted to keep their ideas secret. 

The expert continued, “If I answer your questions, I want you to agree to 
pass these ideas on to other charity workers.” 

“I’ll be delighted to!” exclaimed the charity worker. This expert certainly 
seemed a bit of a character. 

“In that case,” said the expert, sitting back in his chair, “�re away.”
 
The charity worker took out the well-worn notebook she carried and 
looked at her notes. Tentatively, she asked, “When you help a charity do 
you help them build websites?” 

“Of course,” said the expert. “Good websites are an important way for 
people to learn about a charity’s services and decide if they might be 
useful.” 
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“So you’re a web designer, “ the charity worker declared.

“Certainly not,” corrected the expert. “Website design is only one part of 
delivering a service, and only then when it is something users actually 
need. Often they need more than just information and a contact form.”

The charity worker looked at her notebook. “So,” she said, “do you help 
charities increase their digital capacity?”

“Their capacity is certainly relevant,” said the expert, “they need to 
understand technology in order to use it to support their bene�ciaries.” 

“So you’re a digital capacity builder” the charity worker declared, feeling 
relieved.

“Not really,” explained the expert. “Capacity is only one consideration for 
designing good digital services”

The charity worker studied her notebook again. “So,” she said, “do you 
help charities plan their digital strategy?”

“That’s de�nitely another consideration,” said the expert. “But strategy is 
only part of the solution.”

“In that case, I’m confused,” she said. “What kind of charity digital expert 
are you?”

“That’s easy,” responded the expert without hesitation. He leaned 
forward in his chair and whispered, “I’m a Digital Service Designer”

The charity worker’s face showed surprise. She had never heard of a 
Digital Service Designer. “You’re a what?” 
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The designer laughed. “A Digital Service Designer. I call myself that 
because I focus on the people who use services and websites — not the 
technology itself, nor the needs of charities.”
 
“So what do you do?” asked the charity worker curiously. 

“If you really want to �nd out, you shouldn’t ask me,” observed the 
designer. “You should ask my clients.” 

The Digital Service Designer picked up a piece of paper from his desk. He 
wrote down some names and telephone numbers from his address book. 
“Here is a list of three people I have worked with over the last year. They 
have all said they are happy to talk about the work I have done for them 
and they are all available to meet with you today. Why not give each one 
a call?” 

The charity worker left the building and walked out into the spring 
morning. A radiant sun was warming the day. As she loosened her scarf, 
she felt slightly bewildered and a little uncomfortable. She had expected 
to leave the Digital Service Designer’s o�ice with a manual, or a textbook, 
or something else to read. She didn’t expect to have to talk with his 
clients.

The charity worker looked at the �rst name on her list: Yvette Wallace. She 
gave her a call.
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The charity worker arrived at Yvette Wallace’s o�ice later that morning. 
The receptionist asked her to sign the visitor’s book while he made a 
telephone call. The charity worker took o� her coat and hung it on a 
stand in the reception area. “You have a visitor to see you,” she heard the 
receptionist say. 

A tall woman with auburn hair soon arrived at reception. She held out her 
hand in greeting. “I’m Yvette,” she said warmly, as she shook the charity 
worker’s hand. “So you’ve been to see the special designer. He’s quite a 
character isn’t he?” 

“I think he is,” acknowledged the charity worker, smiling. 

“Did he tell you about being a Digital Service Designer?” asked Yvette. 

“Yes,” said the charity worker. “But he didn’t tell me much else. He 
suggested I see you and two of his other clients.” 

Yvette opened the door to a meeting room and invited the charity worker 
to take a seat. “Well that’s certainly the way he thinks,” said Yvette. 
“When he worked on our digital project it got me puzzled at �rst.” 

The charity worker asked, “Is that because he didn’t talk about websites, 
capacity or strategy?” 

“Precisely,” said Yvette. “He talked about our bene�ciaries.” 

“How did that help?” 

“Well,” answered Yvette, “We help women experiencing domestic abuse. 
When we started our �rst digital project we thought we knew their needs. 
But with the Digital Service Designer’s help we soon realised that we didn’t 
understand their digital lives and habits.”
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As Yvette spoke the charity worker took out her battered notebook and 
uncapped her pen. Yvette continued, “Some people on our team 
thought our women lacked smartphone access and wouldn’t use a 
mobile service to keep them safe. But others thought it would be the ideal 
place to try and deliver a service”.

“Why was that a problem?” asked the charity worker.

“Because we had no data to prove it either way. So we were stuck, 
unable to move forward. Not only that but when I look back now I see we 
were making assumptions not only about smartphone access but also 
about how they used them. We were about to design for what we 
thought they needed, without researching �rst.”

“What did the Digital Service Designer do to help?” enquired the charity 
worker.

“His �rst step was to talk to the people we wanted to help.” replied Yvette. 
“He started with six ‘user interviews’. Then he analysed the results. Then he 
helped us do six more new interviews so we learnt the skills ourselves. At 
the same time he asked the six we interviewed to keep a one week diary 
of how they used their phones.” 

“What did he discover?”

“He helped us realise that we had very di�erent groups of phone users 
with very di�erent mobile habits. Their habits and needs varied in relation 
to how chaotic their life was on any given day. If we had tried to design 
for all these users we would have failed, because the ‘average’ user 
didn’t exist. We wouldn’t have known this.”

“So now you know who you are designing for and what their speci�c 
needs are?” concluded the charity worker. 
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“Exactly,” said Yvette. “We created user pro�les — pen portraits of each 
type of user — to make sure our team understood who they are designing 
for. Then he made us create detailed stories of how they currently tackled 
their problems - so our team understood the context of their experiences.” 

The charity worker nodded thoughtfully. “It sounds like you developed 
personas and user journeys,” she said. “I’ve come across those before.” 

“So had we,” returned Yvette. “But the Digital Service Designer’s 
approach was di�erent. He made us base our personas and journeys on 
research �ndings — not on the assumptions we had about our users. 
Nowadays, we have a saying around here: ‘Supposing is good, but 
�nding out is better’.” 

The charity worker liked the saying. She wrote it in her notebook. 

“What did the Digital Service Designer do next?” asked the charity 
worker. 

“He helped us create user stories.” 

The charity worker looked quizzically at Yvette. “User stories?” she asked. 
“What are user stories?”. 

“You must have seen charities asking their users what functions to include 
in their digital services?” asked Yvette. 

“Of course,” said the charity worker. “But they usually fail to ask why and 
end up creating services that don’t meet people’s actual needs.”

“Exactly. Well, user stories are a magic tool that make deciding what 
functions to include easier. They help teams empathise with their users 
and focus on their underlying needs and motivations.” continued Yvette.
 
“But there must be dozens of functions you could include.” said the 
charity worker, who was still a bit confused.
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“There are,” agreed Yvette, “But some functions are needed more than 
others. That’s where user stories help. By explaining both what the user 
needs to do and why, they help us prioritise the functions most in 
alignment with their needs and motivations.”

The charity worker paused for a moment and then said, “I can see how 
prioritising needs makes sense but doesn’t this mean some functions don’t 
get included.”

“Yes it does,” said Yvette. “But good design is about making decisions 
and trade-o�s. It’s impossible to meet every need. You have to prioritise 
what’s important. Good user research helps us decide what.” 

The charity worker looked at her notes. She said, “So your user research 
helps you understand who you are designing for, the context and 
environment in which they will use the service, and what they need to be 
able to do with it.”

“You’re a quick learner,” said Yvette. “That’s the �rst secret of digital 
service design. Here, take a look at this poster.” Yvette gestured to the wall 
behind the charity worker. 

She had not noticed the poster until now. It showed a mosaic of people’s 
faces: there were hundreds of them. In bold lettering at the poster’s 
bottom she read:
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The First Secret of Digital Service Design

Understand Your Users
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“Thank you,” said the charity worker. “Let me jot that down, I want to remember 
it.”

Yvette watched the charity worker write in her battered notebook. She saw her 
pause, and frown. The charity worker leaned forward and asked, “Doesn’t this 
take a lot of time?” 

“Of course it takes time,” said Yvette. 

“So that must mean your projects take a lot longer now?” 

“Certainly not,” said Yvette. 

“I don’t understand,” said the charity worker with a puzzled expression. 

“We’ve been developing our digital service using a process called Agile,” 
explained Yvette. “This helps us quickly develop new and improved versions of 
the service’s software. But this process only works if we know what we need to 
improve upon. By doing user research and focusing on user needs, everyone on 
the team knows where to concentrate their e�orts.” 

“So it actually saves you time!” exclaimed the charity worker. 

“It does,” agreed Yvette. 

The charity worker had another question. “If ‘understand your users’ is the �rst 
secret, what are the other two?” 

Yvette smiled and looked at her watch. “I think it’s time for you to visit the next 
person on your list,” she said.
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After leaving Yvette Wallace’s o�ice, the charity worker stopped at a 
café for lunch. 

The sun was high and bright in the sky, and the air felt pleasantly warm, so 
she was pleased to get a seat in the café’s garden. Over a co�ee, she 
re�ected on what she had heard. “It certainly makes sense,” she thought 
to herself. “After all, how can you be an e�ective designer if you don’t 
know who you’re designing for or what people need to do with the 
product you’re creating?” 

The charity worker wondered about the two other secrets she still had to 
discover. She was excited, and soon left the café for her next 
engagement with Gary Jordan. 

She arrived at her appointment a little early. After a short wait, she was 
met by a cheerful, thick-set man with long hair and a short beard. “I’m 
Gary,” said the man. “So you’ve seen the special designer. He’s quite a 
character, isn’t he?” 

She was already getting used to the Digital Service Designer being called 
‘quite a character’. “I reckon he is,” responded the charity worker. 

“And he’s sent you out to speak to people like me to �nd out about digital 
service design,” said Gary, smiling. “That sounds just like him — a very 
user-centred approach.” He showed the charity worker into a meeting 
room. 

“Yes, I already know about understanding users and designing for their 
needs” agreed the charity worker, removing her coat. “What do you do 
next?”

“You need to make sure you build the right thing and that it works how 
people expect.” 
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“That must be easy,” said the charity worker enthusiastically. “Don’t you 
just ask people what they think of your ideas?” 

Gary didn’t answer the question but took a mobile phone from his 
pocket. He opened up a web page and handed it to the charity worker. 
“We run a helpline for people with alcohol problems. Here’s our old 
website. What do you think of this webpage?” he asked. 

The charity worker scrolled the webpage. “Well, it looks nice to me,” she 
said. “Did the Digital Service Designer help you design this? It’s got a 
good font, and I like the colours.” 

“Now try requesting some help through the live-chat feature” said Gary. 

The charity worker began to search for a chat button. “How do I do 
that?” she asked. “I’m looking but I can’t see how.” 

“That’s the point,” said Gary. “You need to be wary of people’s initial 
opinions. Try clicking here” and he showed her a button, partially 
obscured by a list of menu items.

The charity worker clicked it. “Oh,” she said “What’s happening here? Am 
I chatting to a person or a chatbot?”

“You’ve found a problem, just like many of our users did. When we 
launched our online chatbot we had thousands of users drop o� our live 
chat page. Rather than engage with a bot they left the website.”

“Why did they leave?” asked the charity worker. 

Gary sighed. “Some left because they couldn’t �nd the chat function. 
Some left because they were confused by what they were being o�ered. 
And some didn’t want to talk to a bot about their problems. It wasn’t only 
that though, even those who gave the bot a go tended to leave before 
they completed a conversation. 
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It didn’t give them the type of interaction and information they wanted. It 
didn’t inspire their con�dence or trust.” 

The charity worker placed the mobile phone on the table. “That chatbot 
must have cost you a lot of money to build.” 

“It did,” said Gary. “That’s why we called in the Digital Service Designer to 
help �x it.” 

The charity worker took out her battered notebook and said, “So what did 
he do?”

“He set up a usability test. He asked our users to �nd help through the 
website and we watched them as they tried. We listened to how they felt 
about it and noticed where they got stuck or experienced problems.” 
said Gary. 

“And did your users tell you what to change?” asked the charity worker. 

“With services like ours, people don’t always know what’s achievable, so 
they don’t know what to ask for. There’s a saying from Henry Ford that I like 
to quote: ‘If I had asked my customers what they wanted, they would 
have asked for a faster horse’.” 

The charity worker smiled and wrote the quotation in her notebook. “So 
how do you get feedback on what to build before you design it?” she 
asked.

“We prototype possible solutions then test them out,” said Gary.

“Prototypes are rough designs, built only to help us learn. They can be 
sketches explaining a solution, or paper versions of product screens and 
interfaces. Sometimes we even use existing tools or act out services. We 
set up the prototype then ask people to try it. 
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While trying it they are asked to think aloud and explain what they think 
they are seeing, or what they expect to happen next. That way we know 
what parts of the prototype are exciting or confusing them.”

“So you get a running commentary on their interaction with each one.”
 
“Yes, it helps us understand each one’s e�ectiveness” replied Gary. “But 
that’s not all. In our tests, we also measure satisfaction: how do people 
feel about the solution.”

“Because there’s no point in �nding an e�ective solution if they don’t like 
it,” said the charity worker. 

“You’re a quick learner,” said Gary. “Now you know the second secret of 
digital service design.” As he spoke, he pointed to a poster on the wall. 
The poster showed a user operating a paper prototype while a man 
watched on and took notes. In bold lettering at the bottom of the poster, 
the charity worker read:
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The Second Secret of Digital Service Design

Validate Solutions
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“Let me write that down,” said the charity worker. 

After she �nished taking notes, the charity worker paused. Something was 
clearly bothering her. 

“What is it?” asked Gary.

“So you run tests and �nd out what works, then build the digital version for 
real?” asked the charity worker. 

“Exactly,” said Gary. 

“And after you build something real, you need to test it again?” asked the 
charity worker. 

“Always,” said Gary. 

“But what if you still aren’t sure about the solution’s features, or make a 
mistake in how you design it? Won’t building �rst then testing later be risky 
and time consuming?” 

“I think you’re ready to �nd out about the third secret,” said Gary
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Back out in the street, the charity worker noticed that the sun was lower. She 
re-positioned her sunglasses and thought about what she had just learned. 
“Validating solutions certainly makes sense,” she thought to herself. “After all, 
how can you be an e�ective designer if you don’t test what to build �rst?” 

Her third appointment was with Jasmine Bhuptani at a digital design co-operative. 
A very snazzily dressed woman met her in reception. “I’m Jasmine,” she said 
with a smile. “So the special designer sent you over. He’s—”

“—quite a character!” interrupted the charity worker, and they both 
chuckled. 

Jasmine took the charity worker into a meeting room and gestured for her to 
sit down. 

The charity worker said, “I’ve just been hearing about validating digital 
solutions by testing them �rst. It seems to make a lot of sense but I’m worried 
that you might still build the service the wrong way and waste a lot of time.” 

“Why do you think that?” asked Jasmine, sitting back in her chair. 

“Because even when you know what to design you might still be unsure 
about how it’s features should work or how it should be designed.” replied the 
charity worker. 

“You’re absolutely right,” agreed Jasmine. “That’s why we build a skateboard 
�rst.”

The charity worker looked confused. “I don’t understand. How does a 
skateboard help?”

Jasmine chuckled and leaned forward. “A ‘skateboard’ is a metaphor for 
building the smallest possible version of a chosen solution, for example ‘to get 
from A to B’. We build it, then test it. Then we analyse what we learnt and build 
a slightly bigger version, maybe a ‘scooter’ or ‘bicycle’”. 
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“So it’s a like a more sophisticated prototype!” exclaimed the charity worker.

“Exactly. Sometimes people call them hi-�delity, or digital prototypes. 
Sometimes they call a skateboard an ‘alpha’, and then the bicycle a ‘beta’. 
It doesn’t actually matter what you call it, so long as you test each one and 
use the feedback to inform the next version.”

“A bit like evolution by natural selection,” said the charity worker. 

“Exactly” agreed Jasmine. “With each version we measure how long it takes 
users to complete tasks, how easy it is and how they feel about the 
experience. Then we re�ect and decide which features to keep, which to 
tweak, and which to discard. Then we iterate the design and test it with new 
or greater numbers of users. Rinse and repeat.”

The charity worker frowned. “That still sounds like a slow process. Doesn’t it 
take a long time to release a fully-working digital service to the world?”

“Not really,” responded Jasmine. “Skateboards and even scooters can be 
tested quickly at small-scale, in a day even. Only when you’re at beta stage 
do you need to test more widely. And even then you can launch a minimum 
viable version to the public and just keep testing it. Launching isn’t an end 
point, just a step on the journey to �nding the right solution.” 

“So it’s a continuous and incremental process,” said the charity worker. 

“You’re a quick learner,” said Jasmine. “You’ve just discovered the third secret 
of digital service design.”

The charity worker smiled and searched the walls for a poster. “I don’t 
suppose you have this written down anywhere, do you?” she asked. 

“As it happens,” said Jasmine, “I do.” She stood up and invited the charity 
worker to follow her. In the corridor outside the room was a poster. It showed 
several curved arrows arranged in a circle around the words ‘build, measure, 
learn’. At the top of the poster were the following words: 
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The Third Secret of Digital Service Design

Iterative Design
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“Let me write that down,” said the charity worker, turning the page of her 
battered notebook. 

As the charity worker glanced over the notes she had made, a thought 
occurred to her. “Can I ask you a question?” she asked. 

“Fire away,” said Jasmine. 

“As I look over these three secrets of user-centred design, they seem very 
sensible.” 

“I agree with that,” said Jasmine. 

“So why do so few charities design this way?” asked the charity worker. 

Jasmine smiled. “I’ll let you ask the Digital Service Designer that question,” 
she said.
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As the charity worker left Jasmine Bhuptani’s o�ice, a light breeze wafted 
cooly against her face. The sun cast long shadows and the sky promised 
a �ne sunset. 

The charity worker walked back towards the Digital Service Designer’s 
o�ice. “Iterative design certainly seems like a powerful method,” she 
thought to herself. “After all, how can you be an e�ective designer if you 
don’t test what you’re building?” 

She was looking forward to meeting the Digital Service Designer again. 
The three secrets seemed so obvious to her that she wondered why so few 
charities followed this approach. She hoped that he might be able to tell 
her. 

When the charity worker arrived at his o�ice, she found him in 
conversation with a colleague. 

The designer saw the charity worker and �nished his conversation. He 
walked over and shook her hand. “What did you �nd on your travels?” 
asked the designer.

 “A lot!” said the charity worker enthusiastically, shaking o� her jacket. 

“Tell me what you learned,” said the designer, as they walked to a 
meeting room.

“I found out that the �rst secret of digital service design is to understand 
your users,” said the charity worker. “You need to talk to them and �nd out 
about their habits, motivations and environment. Then you use the data 
you’ve collected to create personas, user journeys and user stories.”
 
“So what do you think about that?” asked the designer. 

“I’m amazed at how simple it is,” said the charity worker. “And I’m 
surprised that many charities don’t do it.” 
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“Most charities think they can design digital services the same way they 
design human-powered services,” explained the designer. “They base a 
new service on the work they or others do, then get funding and deliver 
it. Few spend time understanding their users. They think they already do 
through their surveys, focus groups and participation events. But these 
come with biases and don’t try to understand people in the context of 
their day-to-day lives. It’s not the same as doing investigative research 
into their motivations, environment and needs.”

“So you mean they just make it up?” asked the charity worker. 

“I’m not sure they think of it that way,” said the designer. “They probably 
think they know their users because people on the team spend time 
delivering services to them. That’s a start, but it isn’t research. The data will 
be biased by the perceptions of one or two people.”

The charity worker said, “So charities don’t do the research because 
people in the organisation simply assume they know what’s best for their 
users?”

“That’s been my experience,” agreed the designer. “And when they do 
research, it’s often as a response to a funding opportunity. They ask users 
what they want as a means to identifying a solution, rather than to 
understand the problem better. Or they do it at the end of a project” 

“And so charities don’t get to understand users’ needs and motivations,” 
said the charity worker.

“That’s correct. But until now, charities didn’t know we have these 
methods and why they work better,” said the designer with a tilt of his 
head. “What else did you learn?“

The charity worker turned a page of her notebook. “I learnt that the 
second secret of digital service design is validation of solutions. Why don’t 
more charities do this?”
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“Most charities do carry out some kind of investigation into their ideas. 
They often ask users their opinions in focus groups,” said the designer. “But 
that’s not enough. With interactive products like software, web sites and 
handheld gadgets, it’s not what people say that matters. It’s what they 
do. So activities like focus groups won’t help you measure a solution’s 
e�ectiveness or whether people like using it.” 

“That’s why you need to prototype solutions,” said the charity worker. 

“It’s the easiest way to validate solutions,” added the designer. “But many 
charities don’t validate solutions. There are lots of reasons for this. Funding 
opportunities often require a solution to be speci�ed before money is 
handed over. Or charities’ idea of validating is to jump straight to piloting. 
Sometimes they can get stuck on an idea, or a�ected by internal 
expectations. And like most organisations they don’t like uncertainty and 
prefer to believe they have the answers. It's quite di�icult not to get 
hooked on solutions.”

“So the problem is that few charities validate solutions and even fewer use 
any form of prototyping,” said the charity worker. 

“That’s right,” said the designer. “What else did you discover?” 

The charity worker �ipped through her notebook. “I learnt that the third 
secret of digital service design is to design iteratively. That means starting 
with the smallest version of a service, then testing it before building a 
more sophisticated version. Then repeating this process, even after 
launching.” 

“So there’s a cycle of continuously testing, measuring and iterating,” 
added the designer. “How does that sound to you?”

“It sounds sensible, but I do wonder if it also sounds expensive,” said the 
charity worker. 
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“Charities sometimes worry about this,” explained the designer. “But 
designing iteratively makes sure they’re not wasting time and money on 
more features than are needed. You might not even need to evolve your 
skateboard all the way to being a car to solve the problem. In the end 
designing iteratively is more cost-e�ective.” 

“So why don’t more charities design iteratively?” asked the charity worker.

It’s not what they are used to,” said the designer. “Their normal approach 
to new services is to design, launch, then deal with the problems that 
arise. They normally measure success by number of users rather than 
quality of interaction, or number of features rather than feature 
usefulness. This feels safe to them. But building a skateboard, then asking 
people to test it takes courage and readiness to fail. And launching a 
service that is still in development can feel counter-intuitive, even though 
it’s been proven to work.” 

“What I hear you saying is that this is a rather di�erent, and challenging, 
way to work for charities, but one that brings big rewards and value for 
money.” said the charity worker. “But what I also see is that it’s even 
tougher for charities to focus on making their digital services work well for 
their users. Because they have to make sure each one also creates social 
impact. And they have to do both these things in a responsible, ethical 
way, without guarantee of long term funding.”

The designer looked at the charity worker and said, “Hmm. That’s an 
interesting insight, and one I hadn’t considered. I’m impressed with you. 
You’re a quick learner and very observant.” The designer paused, then 
said: “How would you like to work here?” 

The charity worker put down her notebook and caught her breath. This 
was, of course, what she had been hoping for all along. 
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“I’d love to work here,” she gasped. 

And so she did — for some time. 

The time the special designer had invested in her paid o�. Because 
eventually, the inevitable happened. She too became a Digital Service 
Designer. 

When she started a new design project with a charity, she made sure the 
charity took time to understand its users. 

She made sure they validated solutions before deciding which one to 
use. 

And she made sure they continued to design and build iteratively. 

She remembered her promise to the Digital Service Designer to share her 
knowledge. She created a diagram to make it easier for people around 
her to become digital service designers and she gave it as a gift to 
everyone she worked with. 
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Many years later, the woman looked back on the time when she learnt 
the secrets of digital service design. It seemed like a long time ago. She 
was glad she had written down what she learned from the Digital Service 
Designer. She had put her notes into a book, and given copies to many 
people. 

Suddenly, her telephone rang. “Excuse me for calling you”, a timid young 
voice said, “but I would like to learn how to become a better designer.” 

And soon she found herself talking to a bright young person. “I’m glad to 
share my design approach with you”, the New Digital Service Designer 
said, as she showed the visitor to a seat. “I will only make one request of 
you.” 

“What’s that?” the visitor asked.

 “Simply,” the designer began, “that you:”
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Share it with others
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